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Abstract 

"FUMAC-84", a new computer code currently under development at Babcock & 
Wilcox, will be used to analyze PCMI in light water reactor fuel rods. This 
Is a hybrid code 1n the sense that the pellet behavior is predicted from 
deterministic models which Incorporate the large data base being generated by 
the international fuel performance programs (OVERRAMP, SUPER-RAMP, NFIR, 
etc.), while the cladding is modelled using finite elements. The fuel 
cracking and relocation model developed for FUMAC is semi-empirical and 
includes data up to 35 GWd/mtU and linear heat rates ranging from 100 to 700 
W/Cm. With this model the onset of cladding ridging has been accurately 
predicted for steady-state operation. Transient behavior of the pellet 1s 
still under investigation and the model 1s being enhanced to Include these 
effects. The cladding model integrates the mechanical damage over a power 
history by solving the finite element assumed displacement problem in a quasi-
static manner. 

Early work on FUMAC-84 has been directed at the development and benchmarking 
of the interim code. The purpose of the Interim code Is to provide a vehicle 
to proof out the deterministic pellet models which have been developed. To 
date the cracking model and the relocation model have been benchmarked. The 
thermal model for the pellet was developed by fitting data from several Halden 
experiments. The ability to accurately predict cladding ridging behavior has 
been used to test how well the pellet swelling, densificatlon and compliance 
models work in conjunction with fuel cladding material models. Reasonable 
results have been achieved for the steady-state cases while difficulty has 



been encountered in trying to reproduce transient results. Current work 
includes an effort to improve the ability of the models to handle transients 
well. 

Introduction 

The FUMAC (FUel Mechanical Analysis Code) mechanical fuel performance computer 
code currently being developed by the Babcock a Wilcox Company will be used 
primarily to analyze fuel relocation and the mechanical effects of PCI in 
light water reactors. FUMAC is a three-dimensional non-linear code capable of 
modelling a single fuel rod. This paper describes the physical problem and 
the mathematic models which have been developed to solve this problem. 
Emphasis is placed on the mechanical models, and specifically, the approaches 
used to handle anisotropic cladding creep, fuel pellet fracture, and pellet 
fragment relocation. The logic flow of the code and its major analytical 
elements are also described and comparisons are made between the results 
obtained with this new model and reactor data. 

PCI Modelling - An Overview: 

The modelling of fuel rod behavior has been attempted in the past by a variety 
of mechanistic and deterministic methods ranging from simple closed form 
predictions of clad ridging using hand held calculators' ' to broad based 
physical modelling on an microscopic level employing large computers. ' 
Towards the larger end of this scale a great amount of emphasis is placed on 
modelling the physical behavior of the fuel pellet. Detailed gas release 
algorithms are utilized in conjunction with cracking, relocation, swelling, 
and densification schemes. To accommodate the non•homogeneous and non-linear 
nature of these phenomena an element based solution scheme Is employed. 
Typically the pellet and cladding are described as ring elements so that with 
appropriate gap elements the solution can be approached in a unified fashion. 
The mechanical problem is dynamically coupled to the thermal problem and the 
solution proceeds iteratively in a quasi-static manner in time. 

FUMAC, B&U's mechanical fuel analysis code, was originally configured 1n a 
manner similar to the typical larger codes. The thermal portion of the code 

was based upon the TACCr ' family of B&W thermal licensing codes. Thus, the 
code tended to be thermally conservative (for licensing) and consequently, 
predicts the onset of pellet cladding interference too early. The size of the 
code and the nature of the problem led to stability problems which could only 
be corrected by artifice. FUMAC-84, which has been under development for 
approximately one year, takes a new approach to fuel performance modelling. 

FUMAC-84 is termed a "hybrid" code 1n the sense that the pellet behavior is 
predicted largely from deterministic models while the cladding is modelled 
using finite elements. Certainly all codes employ empirical models in 
modelling the pellet. However, FUMAC-84 carries this to the extreme and in 
fact has no elemental model of the pellet at all. At first glance this may 
seem simplistic and Intellectually disturbing. However, the computational 
ease of such a method 1s appealing and the approach 1s largely justified 1n 
view of the Intended application of the code. FUMAC-64 will be used to assess 
fuel behavior in normal or near normal LWR operating environments. It Is not 
a broad based code and hence doe not pretend to accurately describe severe 
(accident) transients or fast reactor fuel. This narrow application allows 
the maximum use of data being generated from the various experimental ramp 
programs because of similarities of design and application. 

The extreme complexity of the pellet behavior recommends the empirical 
approach. The cladding, on the other hand, can be realistically dealt with 
using finite elements. Ring elements which have seen large use due to 
computational simplicity, fail to describe PCI completely. Higher order 
finite elements provide more detailed Interpretations of stress and strain. 
The appropriate use of two-dimension finite elements can solve both the 
lateral ridging problem as well as predict azlmuthal stress concentrations 
which may initiate Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC). FUMAC-84 when complete 
will employ such elements as well as (if warranted) a three-dimensional 
element to be 1n an assumed-stress approach to Improve the accuracy of 
localized stress prediction. 

The use of plane strain, plane stress, and assymmetrlc finite elements for 
modelling cladding 1s not novel. Previously they have been used in a unified 
model with fuel pellet with good results. ' The appeal of such an approach 



is enhanced by the ability to use the same geometric model for thermal 
analyses. Three-dimensional modelling, however, becomes prohibitively costly 
in the unified approach. The advantage of the simple pellet models in 
FUNAC-84 is realized in the flexibility of being allowed to economically 
accomplish detailed cladding stress and strain analyses. The pellet model, 
like the thermal model, loads the cladding model at each timestep. The third 
dimension is accommodated by axially "chaining" segments. 

The philosophy of FUMAC-84 can be simply stated: Treat statistically that 
which is difficult to mechanistically model. In light of this, an interim 
code has been developed which serves as a test vehicle for the final version. 
The interim code "PCICODE," which contains some of the deterministic models to 
be employed in FUMAC-84, is simple yet effective. The finite element 
cladding model is temporarily omitted and in its place simple closed-form 
solution of the stress concentration is employeed. The results presented in 
this paper are based upon this code. 

The Physical Problem Modelled 

Because PCI is widely studied, schemes for the cracking and relocation of 
pellets abound. To assure an understanding of the basis for the B&W approach, 
the model proposed by Walton and Husser1 ' is summarized. 

Follow the sequence of drawings in Figure 1: 

la. - pellets intact 
- loceiy located - non-concentric 

lb. - thermal expansion of pellets 
- hourglassing 
- initial cracking determined by threshold power 

lc. - somewhat random relocation 
- redistribution of gaps and fragment relocation 
- swelling begins to negate densification 

le. - maximum pellet free play reached 
- constraint hegins to dominate mechanics 
- clad creep and ovalization further constrain fragments 
- frictional interface and chemical bonding between pellet and clad 

begins 
- the compliance of the fractured fuel begins to decrease 

If. - hard interaction between pellet and clad occurs 
- further pellet swelling results in clad strain 
- ridging due to clad creep at pellet ends becomes evident 
- crack opening forces applied through frictional interfaces enhance 

SCC potential 

By the point in time that hard contact occurs, power ramp rates can directly 
affect the potential for fuel failure. Thermal expansion of the pellet must 
be accommodated by the cladding. At this point, if the loading forces applied 
by the pellet can be quantified, then the argument for detailed cladding model 
to determine stress and material behavior is justified. 

Pellet Models: f 

The Cracking Model: 

This model has been the subject of a previous IWGFP paper* ', so only a 
recapitulation is presented. Based upon a review of a number of experiments, 
a relationship for pellet cracking as a function of power and burnup has been 
developed: 

n = A^ [BU1 + (A 5(LHR-LHR C)) }] 

where n = number of cracks 

BU = burnup 
LHR = power level 

LHR- = critical power level (approx. 50 W/cm) 
A.,A, = empirically derived constants 



The agreement of the model to the experimental data base is shown in Figure 2. 
The experimental range was from less than one to 35 GWd/mtU and from powers of 
100 to nearly 700 W/cm. 

The Relocation Model: 

Assuming a random nature to the initial relocation of the fragments and a 
parabolic temperature distribution in the pellet leads to free surface 
bulging due to radial thermal gradients* ': 

b =1™ c • s ( Y V - y 3 ) 

n 7 — 

V 
where a » coefficient of thermal expansion UO. (assumed constant) 

Y = radius of unbroken pellet 
y * radius of interest 
T_ = centerline temperature 
T_ = pellet surface temperature* 

(*Note that the thermal expansion of the uncracked pellet is assumed to be the 
sum of uniform expansion at the surface temperature and non-uniform expansion 
due to the temperature gradient.) 

and solving for the maximum bulge, a minimum crack width is arrived at 

"m - 4 / 3/3 K <TC - V ' o 

To accommodate the random nature of the relocation process a Gaussian 
distribution is assumed: 

»Hex 
/ w 

'AW _ , 
F n = (C/2wB)/exp [-(AW - A)V2B'] dAW 

ITS 
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AW is the crack closure and A, B, C are fitting factors. 

Pellet Hourglassing Model: 

The hourglassiny model employed is a modification of one due to Matthews (7) 

AY » f a(T s - kAT - T O ) Y Q 

where AY is the radial expansion and 
f * 1 at mid-plane 
f » 1.45 at ends 
(k * .4113, AT is radial temp gradient, T is initial temp) 

Fuel Pellet Creep: 

The creep model employed in FCREEP* ' (due to Olsen) has been incorporated 
directly. The total creep rate is assumed to be a linear sum of viscious 
creep, irradiation-induced creep, and creep due to dislocation climb. Under 
normal LWR operating conditions (Stress < 100 MPa, Temp < 1000°C, LHR » 200 
W/cm) the irradiation creep effects dominate). At higher temperatures (1000 < 
T < 1500°C) the viscious term becomes important also. This is of interest for 
PCI analysis. The dislocation climb term is a weak effect at less than 
1500°C. The term only become important 1n high temperature (accident 
scenario) analyses. 

Fuel Densification and Swelling 
(Q\ 

Here Marlowe's' ' model is employed: 

°oe 
-3600 S F t + M e - S ( l / B + 3 6 0 0 F t ) 1 n ( 1 + B 3 6 0 0 F t ) 

S 
F 
t 

M.A.B 

pellet density at time t, fraction of theoretical 
as-fabricated pellet density, fraction of theoretical 
fuel swelling matrix (specific to fuel lot) 
fission rate, fissions/cm -Sec. 
irradiation time (hours) 
lot dependent input parameters 



Fuel Cladding 

The interim model of FUMAC.-84, PCICOOE uses a simple thick walled cylinder 
model of the cladding, but allows for plasticity and anisotropic creep. The 
accuracy of the creep model is of primary importance when simulating power 
ramps late in life. 

Cladding Creep Model 

As is customary, the total creep rate is assumed to be the linear sum of 
thermal and irradiation induced effects. For thermal creep predictions a fit 
of extensive bi-axial test data was made to Dorn's* ' equation: 

eTH A,e o„ - e" 4 ' for steady state creep where: 
1 9 T 5»T 

T: temperature R: gas constant 
&H: activation energy 

A.,A.: empirical constants 
AH: activation energy o : generalized stress (see below) 

Transient creep is treated by multiplying steady state creep by a time-
hardening factor. Irradiation creep rate is calculated by: 

t irr » Be no 

here • is fast flux and B and n are empirical constants. 

The accommodation of anisotropic creep behavior is made with Hill's' ' 
modification of VonMises stress. In this procedure, the calculated radial, 
hoop, and membrane stresses are factored with anisotropic parameters and 
combined to yield the generalized stress (o ). Separation of individual 
strain rates can then be made in terms of these factors and the ratios of 
component stresses to generalized stresses. Figure 3 compares the cladding 
creep mode? to experimental data. 

The Thermal Model 

The Inclusion of an appropriate thermal model Is planned during the develop
ment of FUMAC-84. However for the purposes of the Interim PCICOOE some 
compromises were made. A simple empirical model is employed based upon 
experimental data from centerllne thermocouple measurements. An axial thermal 
profile of the coolant 1s provided by the user. The code then employs the 
experimental data to correlate the coolant temperature to centerllne tempera
ture. The correlation used Is based upon the work of MacOonald and Broughton* 

(12) as well as Chalden.' ' The benchmark of the correlation to these date are 

shown In Figure 4. 

Results - Applications of the Interim Code 

Benchmarks 
The structure of Interim code • the manner 1n which is assembles the submodels 
previously described - Is presented In Figure 5. For each axial segment the 
problem 1s solved at both the mldplane and ends of the pellets. Coupling 
these solutions with the anlstroplc creep model allow prediction of clad 
ridging. The time to onset of PCI can also be measured for soft contact by 
reversal of cladding ovallzatlon and for hard contact by ridge formation. 

Figure 6(a) tabulates predicted onset times vs actual times as determined by 
Post Irradiation Examination of Commercial fuel. The agreement 1s reasonable 
1n light of the error band of ±2500 hours oi. the data. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) 
Illustrate ridging predictions vs actual data for steady state and transient 
conditions respectively. The comparative data base for the steady state cases 
1s derived from BaW's operating experience and consequently models for clad
ding creep behavior are well understood. The transient comparisons »re based 
upon results from OVER-RAMP and SUPER-RAMP programs. Although most of the 
results are reasonable, some post ramp data was underpredlcted substantially. 
This 1s attributed In part to the unavailability of accurate materials data 
for the claddings employed 1n these tests. 



Maneuvering Analyses 

PCICOOE has been used to evaluate the appropriateness of B&W's Mechanical 
Maneuvering Recommendations. A typical startup procedure is shown in Figure 
7a. Prior to this startup the fuel assemblies b»ing analyzed had accumulated 
burnup of 26 MWd/Mtu at an average power level of 240 w/cm. Superimposed on 
the graph in Figure 7a is the worst case stress at the ridges as predicted by 
the code. 

The predictions of stress behavior are reasonable both regarding the onset of 
tensile stress (240 w/cm) and in consideration of peaking/relaxation timing. 
The stresses rise with power increases and are mitigated in a creep like 
manner during hold periods. The low ramp rate and hold procedures appear to 
be effective in maintaining reasonable clad stresses. 

No PCI related failures were predicted by the code and none were experienced 
(as expected). More importantly the results point out that the startup 
procedure was conservative. Peak stresses never exceeded 200 MPa where the 
code logic would have flagged susceptibility to SCC if the centerline fuel 
temperature had exceeded 1250°C. (These values for the flags are lower bound 
for conservatism and as such represent only a warning and not an accurate 
predictor of fuel failure.) 

MMR's for returning to full power after the fuel had operated below 20% full 
power for more than 48 hours have also been analyzed. Figure 7b shows these 
results which again illustrate the effectiveness of the procedure in avoidance 
of critical stresses. Additional studies of maneuvering procedures are planned 
in the near future so that the utilities may operate in a cost effective 
manner while avoiding PCI induced fai'ures. 

The Future of the Interim Code 

The design ph-'!osophy of relying chiefly on deterministic models for mechani
cal modelling of the pellet would imply that a similar approach to the coupled 
thermal model would be desirable. Certainly if simplicity is a primary goal 
then reverting to an elemental model to solve the heat transfer problem would 

be inconsistent. Improvements to the internal thermal model are planned fol
lowing the recent work at BNL/ ' By adjusting thermal conductivity rather 
than gap size reasonable correlations to data are anticipated. This approach 
is also compatible with the cracking and relocation models currently In the 
code. Eventually if failures caused by strong thermal feedback (such as Maine 
Yankee) are to be predicted, even more sophisticated modelling may be neces
sary (Including fission gas release models). 

FUMAC-84 Design Goals - Microcomputers and Mainframes 

FUMAC-84 will contain the useful portions of the interim code's pellet models 
as well as a finite element description of the cladding. More importantly the 
code will employ layers of decision making algorithms to assure the correct 
degree of model complexity Is employed at all times. The structure of the 
code is outlined In Figure 8. The code is being developed in ANSI Standard 
F0RTRAN77 for maximum portability. The cladding model Integrates the mecha
nical damage over a power history by solving the finite element assumed dis
placement problem In a quasi-static manner. The pellet model provides boun
dary conditions for the cladding elements which can be analyzed based upon 
plane s.'ress, plane strain or axisymmetric assumptions. Element options 
currently Include both 4 and 9 node Isoparametric types which allows optimi
zation ' <!>d upon element Interpol ant order as well as mesh size. Plasticity 
iroctp'i Jig developed will employ a Von-Mises/Hill yield criterion allowing 
u..j • the extensive experimental work at BJW on the anisotropic behavior of 
L',.aloy-4 cladding. A kinematic hardening rule will be employed. Anisotro
pic creep 1s considered as a linear combination of thermal and Irradiation 
effects. The well documented empirical creep models developed at BiW are 
employed. Stability of the solution procedure relative to time is an inherent 
concern in problems of this type. Artificially small time steps (I.e.. which 
do not Increase solution accuracy) are often necessary to assure stability. 
Creative time-based solution methods under investigation are considered to be 
of primary Interest to this work. 

At the outset FUMAC-84 is being developed for installation on mainframe com
puters. Although the code will not be nearly as large as it predecessor 
(FUMAC) the iterative nature of the solution scheme can be time consuming. 



Data Base Management Technology is being utilized to allow flexibility in 
changing thermal or materials properties models. Installing these models on a 
Data Base makes them available 10 other codes (e.g. licensing codes) and 
assures commonality and consistency. This modular approach will also permit 
the user to select MATPRO algorithms if desired. 

Beyond filling the need for a detailed best estimate code to predict PCI 
behavior, it is envisioned that smaller faster running versions of FUMAC-84 
will be developed for microcomputer application. The simplicity of the 
interim PCICODE allows full power histories to be analyzed in less than 10 CP 
seconds execution time (on a COC 855). Such a code could presently fit on a 
microcomputer. However, the rapid growth of microprocessor technology encour-

(14) ages grander schemes. It is estimated* ' that microcomputers with 1MByte of 
dynamic memory and 10 MBytes of storage will soon be available and 
inexpensive. 

Graphics support has become very sophisticated thanks to the commercial 
success of video games. So that a not-to-distant future version of FUMAC-84 
(the complexity of which will lie somewhere between PCICODE and the mainframe 
version) will be available as software for an advanced personal computer com
plete with full color animated graphics. Such a piece of software would have 
a number of applications. As an instructive device it could be used to train 
operators and directly illustrate the consequences of exceeding recommended 
maneuvering limits. As a tool for utility engineers it would allow "what i f 
assessment of the consequences various plant operating strategies. For per
formance optimization, the design engineer will be able to quickly analyze 
fuel modifications intended to improve load-follow performance. 

Thus the object of FUMAC-84 being a somewhat curious mix of rigorous and 
simplistic models becomes clear. Within its narrow but important scope of 
application it will be a tool - a simple but effective means of determining 
the optimum reliable manner in which to operate fuel. 
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CLADDING FAILURE MODEL III (CFM III) 
A simple model for iodine induced stress corrosion cracking of 
Zirconium-lined barrier and standard Zircaloy cladding 

A. TASOOJI, A.K. MILLER 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 
Stanford University, 
California, United States of America 

Abstract 

A previously developed unified model (SCCIG*) for 
predicting iodine induced SCC in standard Zircaloy cladding was 
modified recently into the "SCCIG-B" model which predicts the 
stress corrosion cracking behavior of zirconium lined barrier 
cladding. Several published papers have presented the 
capability of these models for predicting various observed 
behaviors related to SCC. 

A closed form equation, called Cladding Failure Model III 
(CMFIII), has been derived from the SCCIG-B model. CFMIII 
takes the form of an explicit equation for the radial crack 
growth rate dc/dt as a function of hoop strain, crack depth, 
temperature, and surface iodine concentration in irradiated 
cladding (both barrier and standard Zircaloy). CFMIII has 
approximately the same predictive capabilities as the 
physically based SCCIG and/or SCCIG-B models but is 
computationally faster and more convenient and can be easily 
utilized in fuel performance codes for predicting the behavior 
of barrier and standard claddings in reactor operations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Several published papers [1-4] have described the SCCIG 

model, a unified physical-phenomenological approach which can 
predict, with reasonable accuracy, the SCC behavior of standard 
Zircaloy cladding under known hoop stress or hoop strain. 

The structure of the SCCIG model is based insofar as 
possible on the controlling physical mechanisms. For example 

•Stress Corrosion Crack Initiation and Growth 


